Legal Analysis
LION, the native utility token that operates inside the CoinLion Platform (the “Platform”), has many
functions inside the Platform. But first, to obtain LION, a User contributes Ethereum to Coin Lion,
LLC (the “Company”) in exchange for LION. The Company uses the funds to further develop the
Platform and launch the Platform in Summer 2018. Once the Platform launches, the User can use
LION to operate inside the Platform as further explained below. However, outside the Platform,
LION has no real function. LION’s purpose as marketed to contributors is to drive the ecosystem
of the Platform itself.
A User can spend LION inside the platform to purchase research, strategies, and access to topperforming cryptocurrency portfolios, receive discounted trade fees, and advertise its portfolios and
content. A User can earn LION by allowing other Users to track its portfolio, creating and sharing
cryptocurrency research, allowing advertising on its public profile, and being a top performer or
researcher on the Platform.
The purpose of purchasing LION during the Token Sale is to ensure a User has enough LION to
operate effectively inside Platform. Failure to purchase during the Token Sale may leave the User
unable to employ all the benefits of the Platform as any unsold LION allocated for the Token Sale
will be moved to the Company’s reserve account, unable to be purchased from the Company in the
future1. The Company explicitly and repeatedly states that a LION purchaser should not be
purchasing LION for speculative or investment purposes. The purpose of purchasing LION is to
operate inside the Platform.
The Company works diligently to stay on top of the ever-changing, cryptocurrency regulatory
market. Although we cannot give a thorough review of every country’s current cryptocurrency
regulatory environment, we feel confident we have a firm grasp on United States security laws and
how those laws apply to LION.
Is LION a security?
To answer that question, a full legal analysis needs to be made. A security is typically understood
to be an investment contract. An investment contract is an investment of money in a common
enterprise with a reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the entrepreneurial or
managerial efforts of others. See SEC v. Edwards, 540 U.S. 389, 393 (2004); SEC v. W.J. Howey
Co., 328 U.S. 293, 301 (1946). This is commonly known as the Howey Test. The Howey Test is a
“flexible rather than a static principle, one that is capable of adaptation to meet the countless and
variable schemes devised by those who seek the use of the money of others on the promise of
profits.” Howey, 328 U.S. at 299 (emphasis added). All three prongs of the Howey Test must be
satisfied for LION to be considered a security under United States security laws. The User must (1)
invest money in a (2) common enterprise with an (3) expectation of profit derived from the efforts
of others.
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The Company makes clear in its marketing materials that it will not hold any LION that is allocated for the
Token Sale for sale upon completion of the Token Sale.
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Investment of Money
In determining whether LION is a security, the investment of money does not need to take the form
of cash. See, e.g., Uselton v. Comm. Lovelace Motor Freight, Inc. 940 F.2d 465, 574 (10th Cir.
1991) (“… it well established that cash is not the only form of contribution or investment that will
create an investment contract.”) The Company is exchanging LION for Ethereum. The Company
does not intend to state that Ethereum is not a form of money. As a result, the first prong of the
Howey Test is satisfied.
Common Enterprise
There are different tests used in multiple United States jurisdictions to determine whether a
common enterprise exists, making the common enterprise element difficult to analyze. The three
most common tests are the horizontal approach, narrow vertical approach, and broad vertical
approach.
Under the horizontal approach, a common enterprise is deemed to exist where multiple purchasers
pool funds into an investment and the profit of each investor correlates with those of other
investors. See e.g., Curran v. Merrill Lynch, 622 F.2d 216 (6th Cir. 1980). Whether funds are pooled
appears to be the key question, and thus in the case of LION where there are no shared profits or
pooling of funds (each contributor gets its own amount of LION to use as it sees fit within the
Platform), a common enterprise may not be deemed to exist. See e.g., Hirk v. Agri-Research Council,
Inc., 561 F.2d 96, 101 (finding discretionary future trading account was not investment contract
because there was no pooling of funds); Wals v. Fox Hills Dev. Corp 24 F.3d 1016 (7th Cir. 1994)
(promotor of condominium timeshare did not pool profits and thus no common enterprise existed).
The narrow vertical approach looks to whether the profits of an investor are tied to a promoter.
See SEC v. Eurobond Exchange Ltd, 13 F.3d 1334 (9th Cir. 1994), while the broad vertical approach
considers whether the success of the investor depends on the promoter’s expertise. If there is
such reliance, then a common enterprise exists. See e.g., SEC v. Continental Commodities Corp.,
497 F.2d 516 (5th Cir. 1974). Although the LION purchaser relies on the Company’s expertise to
build a Platform that the purchaser can use, the Company is not stating the LION purchase is an
investment. Rather, it’s a tool to help the LION purchaser make future investments based on the
LION purchaser’s own decision making. In essence, the LION purchaser becomes the promotor of
whether or not the User can operate inside the Platform profitably. As a result, it would appear a
common enterprise does not exist under the narrow or broad vertical approach.
Notwithstanding the analysis above, in the most practical terms, since the Company is using funds
raised from the Token Sale to create, update, and enhance a system that is used by both LION
purchasers and non-purchasers, it could reasonably be argued that the system is a common
enterprise. Because of the varying laws within the United States, and the differing analyses to make
under those laws, the Company holds no opinion on whether the LION Token Sale is a common
enterprise. Furthermore, there is no need for the Company to make such a determination on the
common enterprise element as the final prong of the Howey Test is not satisfied.
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Expectation of Profit Derived from the Efforts of Others
There are two questions to be answered under the final prong of the Howey Test. First, does the
purchaser expect a profit from LION. And second, if the purchaser does have an expectation of
profit, does that profit derive from the efforts of others?
Profits include dividends, other periodic payments, or the increased value of the investment.
Edwards, 540 U.S. at 394. Since there will never be any payments made to a LION purchaser from
the Company, the only profit potentially available to a LION purchaser is the increased value in
LION. The Company repeatedly states in its Whitepaper, Terms & Conditions, and other marketing
material that no LION purchaser should expect profit from LION itself. Rather, the purchaser should
purchase LION in order to operate inside the platform. The Company also continually discourages
potential purchasers from speculating on the value of LION and does not guarantee any value will
exist for LION outside of the Platform. LION’s purpose is to help facilitate trade inside the Platform
so Users can learn how to manage cryptocurrency and profit from the strategic use of LION, not
the existence of LION. The Company portrays no expectation of profit from purchasing LION.
While the Company maintains there is no expectation of profit from the purchase of LION, even if
LION was considered by a governing body to be marketed as an expectation of profit, the
expectation of profit would not be derived from the efforts of others. The central issue here is
“whether the efforts made by those other than the [contributor] are the undeniably significant ones,
those essential managerial efforts which affect the failure or success of the enterprise.” SEC v.
Glenn W. Turner Enters., Inc., 474 F.2d 476, 482 (9th Cir. 1973).
LION is not an investment vehicle that will gain value because of the effort of others. For a LION
purchaser to see a return on investment from LION, the User needs to intelligently deploy LION
and decipher products the User purchases with LION to see a return on investment. There is no
underlying asset a LION purchaser receives. The User is buying a tool that it plans to use within the
Platform to build wealth. LION operates like a shovel, computer, or lawnmower; it is a tool. A tool
that helps individuals learn, grow, and build cryptocurrency portfolios. The tool costs money, but
whether you profit from the tool is up to you, the User.
Conclusion
In sum, LION is not a security because it likely fails to be a common enterprise and fails to provide
a purchaser with an expectation of profit derived from the efforts of others. As more regulation
comes out, we promise to stay updated and keep you, the User, updated as well.
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